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QUESTION 1

Identify the method that is used by fine-grained access (FGA). 

A. using policy functions to generate predicates dynamically 

B. creating triggers on corresponding tables to generate dynamic predicates 

C. modifying the existing application code to include a predicate for all SQL statements 

D. creating views with necessary predicates, and then creating synonyms with the same name as the tables 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In which two situations is the body of a result-cached function executed? (Choose two.) 

A. if the memory allocated for the result cache is increased 

B. if a session on this database instance invokes the function with the same parameter values 

C. if the first time a session on this database instance invokes the function with a parameter value 

D. if a session executes a data manipulation language (DML) statement on a table or view that was specified in the
RELIES_ON clause of a result-cached function 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the component of the PL/SQL hierarchical profiler that uploads the result of profiling into database tables. 

A. the trace file component 

B. the analyzer component 

C. the shared library component 

D. the data collection component 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which two statements are true about SecureFile LOB options? (Choose two.) 

A. The DECRYPT option can be used to remove the encryption only if the LOB column is empty. 

B. The KEEP_DUPLICATES option removes the deduplication effect only on new data in a LOB column. 

C. The KEEP_DUPLICATES option removes the deduplication effect on existing and new data in a LOB column. 

D. The DECRYPT option can be used to remove the encryption from LOB columns that are empty or contain data. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about associative arrays and nested tables? (Choose two.) 

A. Only associative arrays can hold an arbitrary number of elements. 

B. Only associative arrays can use numbers and strings for subscripts. 

C. Both associative arrays and nested tables can hold an arbitrary number of elements. 

D. Both associative arrays and nested tables can use numbers and strings for subscripts. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statements are true about the SecureFile storage paradigm? (Choose two.) 

A. SecureFile storage can be used for internal and external LOBs. 

B. Automatic Segment Space Management must be enabled for a tablespace to store SecureFile LOBs. 

C. SecureFile options enabled for a LOB column can be overridden on a per-LOB basis within the column. 

D. SecureFile is the default storage paradigm for all LOBs that are stored in locally managed tablespaces if the
DB_SECUREFILE parameter is set to ALWAYS. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

To examine the dependencies between all PL/SQL objects and the tables and views they reference, you executed the
following query as the user OE: 

SQL> SELECT owner || \\'.\\' || NAME refs_table 

, referenced_owner || \\'.\\' || referenced_name AS table_referenced 

FROM all_dependencies 
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WHERE owner = USER 

AND TYPE IN (\\'PACKAGE\\', \\'PACKAGE BODY\\',\\'PROCEDURE\\', \\'FUNCTION\\') 

AND referenced_type IN (\\'TABLE\\', \\'VIEW\\') 

AND referenced_owner NOT IN (\\'SYS\\', \\'SYSTEM\\') 

ORDER BY owner, NAME, referenced_owner, referenced_name; 

Which statement is true about the output of the query? 

A. It displays all PL/SQL code objects created by user OE that reference any table or view owned by other users except
SYS and SYSTEM.. 

B. It displays no rows because this query needs to be executed as the user SYS for required results. 

C. It displays all PL/SQL code objects that reference a table or view directly for all the users in the database. 

D. It displays only those PL/SQL code objects created by the user OE that reference a table or view created by the user
SYS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

When do you use static SQL as a technique for avoiding SQL injection? 

A. when the WHERE clause values are unknown 

B. when the code contains data definition language (DDL) statements 

C. when all Oracle identifiers are known at the time of code compilation 

D. when the SET clause values are unknown at the time of code compilation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement describes the purpose of the plshprof command? 

A. It produces HTML output from raw profiler output. 

B. It produces HTML output from profiler tables in the database. 

C. It populates profiler tables in the database from raw profiler output. 

D. It produces raw profiler output on the most recently run applications. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

View the Exhibit to examine a Java source file. 

You have the corresponding Java class file and you execute the command as follows: 

SQL> CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE ccformat 

(x IN OUT VARCHAR2) 

AS LANGUAGE JAVA 

NAME \\'FormatCreditCardNo.formatCard()\\'; 

Which statement is true about the command? 

A. It loads the Java class method into Oracle Database and publishes it. 

B. It publishes the Java class method, but the CCFORMAT PL/SQL procedure fails when it is executed. 

C. It creates the CCFORMAT PL/SQL subprogram without publishing, which can be used to invoke the Java class
method. 

D. It publishes the Java class method and the CCFORMAT PL/SQL procedure invokes the Java class method when it is
executed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11
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You designed a CardValidation.java Java source file. You also have the corresponding CardValidation.class file. As part
of invoking a Java class method, you executed this command at the command prompt: 

loadjava -user oe/oe CardValidation.java 

Which statement is true about the command? 

A. It loads the Java code into the database. 

B. It publishes Java methods in CardValidation.java. 

C. It loads the metadata related to the Java class file into the database. 

D. It loads the Java class file into the Java pool in the database instance. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two types of metadata can be retrieved by using the various procedures in the DBMS_METADATA PL/SQL
package? (Choose two.) 

A. report of invalidated objects in a schema 

B. report of statistics of an object in the database 

C. DDL for all object grants on a table in the database 

D. data definition language (DDL) for all objects in a schema 

Correct Answer: CD 
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